
"at 'night' any night is
can't"

by Ann Bogle

I was in a summer poetry class taught by Kate Green in the Split
Rock Arts Program in 1985 when I first read a poem by Leslie
Scalapino. I kept confusing it and calling it The Split Arts Rock
Program. The poems were in an anthology called 19 New American
Poets of the Golden Gate edited by Phillip Dow. Of all the poets I
read for the first time there—Jack Gilbert, Kathleen Fraser, Robert
Hass, Linda Gregg, Jorie Graham, and others—it was Leslie
Scalapino's Considering how exaggerated music is that captured
me, her title as a phrase.

It was my first year in the real world. I lived with a somewhat older
man—an experimental composer, musician, and mathematics
librarian—and worked as a bookkeeper at a holistic veterinary clinic
in Madison. Before I returned from my one-week stay in Duluth, a
week he had spent camping alone on the north shore of Lake
Superior, he called the dorm from a telephone pole in the woods and
described the multiple varieties of moths at night. I quoted
Scalapino: “considering how exaggerated music is, considering how
exaggerated music is” as if it were a feminist one-liner, one we both
liked immediately. Later we drove to Woodland Pattern in
Milwaukee, and I found three books to change my life: Scalapino's
that they were at the beach, Linda Gregg's Too Bright to See, and
Jane Bowles' Two Serious Ladies. That summer and because of those
books I became a short story writer. I became a short story writer
instead of continuing as a poet when I saw that Scalapino called her
glinting narratives poems.

That fall, in a postbaccalaureate class with Lorrie Moore, I
decided I wanted to study fiction with Grace Paley. By spring I had
been accepted at Sarah Lawrence, but as an independent woman
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who would put herself through graduate school, I lacked the
resources to pay the private tuition, save a $3,000 fellowship offered
by the school. “I want to meet Grace Paley,” I told my composer, “but
I want to teach.” Three state schools: at Binghamton, Eugene, and
Amherst had offered assistantships. Naropa hadn't occurred to me
as a place to write short fiction. “You'll meet her one day on your
ground,” he said. I let by chances to meet Grace Paley, to hear her
read, before she died.

I took the opportunity in 2008 to hear Leslie Scalapino read at Dixon
Place in New York, but I left abruptly after the reading when I might
have eaten with her in a group. I wanted my adoration for her
writing to stay pure, on a plane of writing, where it had started; I
talked back at it—at shyness and mentor love—as I walked home.

When she died, I could not have predicted it, did not know she
had been ill, felt a rush of sadness that came out as tears for
someone I had read and seen yet not met, whose writing is the most
original and truly contemporary of any—until then—living—writer I
had read.

Scalapino approached the novel as Mina Loy approached
poetry. The most literary writers resist memoir. Perhaps they think
of it as commercial. Perhaps that is what Scalapino thought when
she pitched her Autobiography to Gale Research. She wrote the
memoir for a month (mid-October to mid-November of 1997) for a
$1,000 payment “as if the wage for a month's writing.” After at first
accepting the memoir, Joyce Nakamura of Gale Research rejected it
because “It is too esoteric and not what our readers would expect. I
mean I can appreciate the stream-of-consciousness and all—but this
is going to be in libraries!” (50) Wesleyan published it in 2003.

Writing that classifies humor is rarely funny; it rarely captures
what James Robison describes as humor's sacredness. In
Autobiography, Scalapino writes, “Later, knowing it was manner of
‘extreme' emotion of crying, I asked my father They were laughing?
He said No, it appears to be the same but they were expressing
grief. I took note interiorly later also that they were demonstrating
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strong emotion for a little girl. This indicated a difference between
what people said occurs at all [in society] and what occurs in fact.”
(3)

This similarity between laughter and crying Scalapino
demonstrates in further passages:

I saw The Bald Soprano [as a young adult], the unintelligible
incessant exchange of non sequiturs by a lineup of parrot-people,
words back and forth like badminton—seated my muscles became
flaccid throughout my frame, my jaw fixed open in laughter which
was unable to make a sound and I was not able to close the jaw;
weak frame slipping liquidly from the chair, terrified I would fall to
the floor in the midst of the audience who were also gaping. Weakly
hitting one's hand against the shoulder of the man who was my
husband then to ask for help but the hand so weak he didn't
notice. The response was laughing short-circuiting the brain so that
it was in the muscles with no mind response, or it had closed down
that passage. (5)

Where will innovative writers, not more cautious than she but less
assuming in caution, go without her guide? To her books, a laughing
and crying muscle declension.

“—reading about Buddhism there was no ‘God' and we have to
die. There is no authority anywhere or in one. […]

“In the process, I've created this memory track. Yet had the sense
that I had to make fixed memories move as illusion, that they move
as illusion.” (2)

All quotations are from “Autobiography” in Zither &
Autobiography by Leslie Scalapino, Wesleyan Poetry, Wesleyan
University Press, Middletown, Connecticut, 2003.
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